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Introduction
This month sees many of our colleagues returning to general practice to man the front lines
during this Coronavirus outbreak. Whilst the core of general practice is still the same, we are
increasingly working from home and digitally. This document is intended to give you a quick
update of some of the newer things and some tips and tricks!
The Phoenix Programme is here to support you as you return to work, or even if you just
want to brush up on your skills! We will endeavour to keep this as up to date as possible but
please be aware that things are changing rapidly so be aware and seek out the most recent
knowledge.
IT in general practice has moved on at quite a pace and it can be difficult to keep track.
Below are some of the programmes and tips that our document authors have used and
found helpful but there are links to a number of different sources of information that you
might also find useful:
-

eGP Learning – Advice website from Nottingham GPs and PCN Leads, Drs Gandhi and
Foster. eGP Learning posts lots of different videos via its YouTube channel and on its
Facebook page.

-

RCGP and BMA are producing documents with respect to new ways of working.

-

Primary Care Pathways has lots of videos re: support with EMIS.

-

SystmOne Facebook Update group

Please note, the Phoenix Programme doesn’t have any business or political affiliation with any of the
different systems and programmes mentioned in this document. Other programmes are available.

Computer Systems
The main systems used in local practices for consultations are SystmOne and EMIS or EMIS
Web.

SystmOne
(NB. If you are completely new to the SystemOne – watch this video with a guide to
normalconsultation made by GP templates, or a more in depth video from eGP learning.
If you are used to SystemOne or would like to upgrade some of your skills, Dr James
Waldronhas put together a video to help you out with some tips and tricks!
Some time-saving ideas
•
•
•

F6 – “saves” current patient – and will bring up EPS prescriptions
F10 – Brings up “search for patient”
F12 – (Nottingham only) – Clinical advice/guidelines/2ww – see video for more

Text messaging
Click the small mobile phone icon on the toolbar – you may have to set this up by right
clicking on the tool bar and searching for “text messaging”)
-

The ubiquity of smart phones means that information can be very easily and quickly
sent via text message and link to online resources

Consider setting up frequently used text messages – see video for more information.
-

You can borrow from other staff’s list of text messages

Uses: you can use this feature to quickly send to a patient’s mobile phone:
-

Web address for Patient Information leaflets
Numbers for psychological therapies
Numbers for physio/home exercise leaflet web addresses
X-Ray booking numbers
Reminder to book blood tests

Auto-consultations
Auto-consultations are fully customisable to you and will populate your notes with
predetermined:
-

Notes
Read-codes

-

Prescriptions
Contraception reviews, post-natal reviews
“event settings” – e.g. telephone call from remote working PC to patient’s mobile

These can be very helpful to save time for things consultations, particularly with respect to
safety netting. The help with complete and rapidly written notes is invaluable!
See Video for more information – 01:07.
Set up
Click - Setup -> workflow –> auto consult (video - 3:18)
Suggested uses
-

Safety net advice
COVID consultations
Telephone consultations – leaving messages etc
Medication prescription – Vitamin D, Anticipatories etc.

EMIS and EMIS Web
EMIS is another system in use widely across Nottingham.
There are updates for primary care pathways via various sources including Primary Care
Pathway’s twitter channel for EMIS and a video about the basics of consultations.
And a more in-depth webinar for tips and tricks and some COVID specific changes you might
be able to make.

Remote Consultations
There is a wealth of information about regarding remote consultations. This was already
strongly on the political agenda and the recent crisis has pushed this to the forefront.
We are doing many more telephone consultations and video consultations in an effort to
help protect staff and patients.
Resources
There is a really excellent page on Remote consulting in COVID on the BMJ website.

Remote Meetings
It is a good option to consider holding practice meetings remotely. MDTs with other staff
can be performed via this function too.
Also, when asking for clinical advice there is a lot to be said for having that discussion with
your colleague face to face (even if remotely). The additional information you can glean
(plus the increased resilience benefits of contact) can’t be underestimated.
There are lots of different options:
-

Zoom – basic account is free.
o One to one meetings using a phone, tablet or a laptop
o You can also dial in using your own phone with or without video
o You can have lots of people’s faces (up to 49!) on the screen at once

-

Skype for business - some free options
o Normal Skype one to one is free

-

Microsoft Teams
o Free and paid options
o Often used in local area

-

WhatsApp
o There is a function to have 4 people with video speaking at once
o Most people have this app on their phone
o Typing communication via WhatsApp web (link to your phone, no video)

Telephone and Video Consulting
Telephone consultations have become more frequent and many things can be done over
the phone. Efficiency and patient satisfaction for certain things have improved – e.g. results,
medication reviews as well as some mental health support as well. The benefit here is that
so much can be done from home! For a light-hearted break, another video from Dr James
Waldron about working at home. Here are some Top Tips for practicalities of telephone
consulting:
-

-

Get a headset: There will often be some available at a practice but a wireless or
wired headset to your phone can be invaluable so you can type whilst you are talking
and save your neck and back. Amazon has a wide range of options for as little as £20,
most headphones will also suffice.
Block your number on your mobile phone – each phone may be different so suggest
googling this!
Consider whether it might be better switching to a video consultation
o Often more information can be gained via this route
o It is usually most effective to start as telephone and convert to video

There are a lot of resources that can help you.
o NB Medical Free Lecture
o Advice and support from RCGP
Remote consulting is becoming more common and particularly in the current climate
essential to help shield patients and staff from infection.
Often the best way of approaching video consultations is to start in telephone and ask if a
patient might switch to video during this. This is because video consults can take a similar
length of time to face to face and this way time is more easily managed.
There are a number of resources produced that can help with this:
o eGP Learning Video: There are several of these in a series.
Application in current crisis – end of life
At the time of writing, the rules have changed regarding review of people at end of life. A
little complex so please read the content on TeamNet.
Essentially however:
o A patient now needs to be seen in the 28 days prior to passing away (previously 14)
o “being seen” can be virtually via a video app
It may be worth contacting care homes to update them on this as do some trial runs with
seniors and Care home (or personal) mobiles.

AccuRx
A current solution being employed in Nottingham (though there are others available) is
AccuRx.
It takes around 5 mins to set up (or less). This is a bit of software that sits over and
integrates with SystmOne or EMIS to allow:
o Easy video consulting
o Ability to send in photographs from a patient e.g. a rash to help with diagnosis
The videos above explain how to use it, but a quick start guide:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

With SystmOne or EMIS open, go to the AccuRx website.
Click “GP Practice”
Click S1 or EMIS
Download
“Save File”
“OK” then “Run”
Sign yourself up to the system if you haven’t already
Click “OK” when pop up comes onto SystemOne

A blue-green menu should now sit over the top of your Screen (very small).
1. When you have a patient open, click on the “video camera” button
2. This will populate the patient’s number into the first field, and your registered
number into the second field.
3. Two options
a. Click send text message
i. Both the patient and you will receive a link via text
ii. Click on the link and it will open in your phone internet browser
iii. Click “ok” to allow it to use both audio and video – the patient needs
to do the same
iv. You both should appear on the screen
b. Click the button to “open in browser” (this has to be Chrome on your
computer)
i. You will be then sent to another screen where you will have your
video feed and the patient’s
ii. You need to have a microphone/camera and speaker for this to work

Guidance and Pathways: Clarity and TeamNet
TeamNet is an online portal used in many practices across Nottingham and is expected to be
adopted further afield as well. It is used in a similar way to a county-wide intranet.
It is a useful local website run by Dr Manik Arora which requires a username and password
to log in – all GPs working in Nottinghamshire should have access to this (including locums).
Contact teamnet@clarity.co.uk if you do not currently have access.
About
There is lots of information on GP TeamNet but the key parts of the website are ‘clinical
support’ and ‘contacts’.

GP TeamNet includes all key local updates including the following:
o COVID-19 CCG Daily GP Bulletin (see Covid document for TeamNet for more info)
o Updates from Nottingham and Nottinghamshire CCG (the newly merged CCG which
includes Nottingham City, Nottingham West, Nottingham North & East, Rushcliffe,
Newark and Sherwood and Mansfield and Ashfield)
o Updates from NHS England
o Updates from NUH
o Updates from Notts LMC
o It also includes upcoming local education events including Protected Learning Time
events.

Clinical support
o This section is perhaps more useful to those in EMIS practices who do not have
comprehensive F12 functionality
o Some of the information in this section is Nottinghamshire specific but some link to
national guidance or NB Medical summaries
o Most 2WW guidance can be found here but is more easily available via F12

Useful Contacts
This is a useful way of finding the direct contact details for various
departments/organisations:

You can search for the service/person you require – for example if you wanted to contact
the respiratory team:

Information source for Covid-19

The comprehensive guide to the Coronavirus pandemic is updated daily.

DNAR/ReSPECT
Respect forms now replace DNAR. They are available via Team Net but
also via F12 and under “epaccs” on SystmOne.
They include preferred treatment and ceiling of care options along
with DNAR status.
There is useful RESPECT form training videos and information
regarding how to fill them in on Clarity
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eHealthscope
This requires login details but contains a wealth of information including:
o Up to date referral forms & information leaflets including those from F12 (this is
particularly useful for those in EMIS practices without full F12 functionality)
o Direct contact details for local services (similar to GP TeamNet)
o Practice level data
o Some practices can access A&E attendances & admissions etc.

Other useful resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

British National Formulary
MedicinesComplete (Royal Pharmaceutical Society)
CKS/NICE clinical guidance
Contraception: UKMEC
Dermatology: Primary Care Dermatology Society and DermNet NZ
Signposting Health for Nottingham City practices: Info on self-care and self-referral
processes.

Nottingham and Rushcliffe
F12 Key – Pathfinder
Watch this video from Dr James Waldron from 05:14 for how to set it up and its uses.
o A comprehensive guide in Nottingham of guidelines, phone numbers and referral
forms.
o For SystmOne Practice
o Key useful screens on F12 pathfinder are:
Specialities
(on the left hand side)
There are links to eHealthscope guidelines for referral, referral forms and guidance or you
could use the A-Z button to explore guidance for specific conditions.

2WW referrals (next to the urgent care box)
Urgent care and advice line numbers

Urgent care and advice line numbers

2WW referrals
(next to the urgent care box)

Community Care
•
•

USS forms (the way of requesting these differs between areas)
District Nurse/Community support teams referrals on Community Referrals (SPA)
with details of how to task the community hub (dependent on CCG)

Social and Safeguarding
•

Adult social care and Safeguarding procedures with relevant numbers and forms.

Prescribing
•

Hyperlink to Notts APC guidelines for antibiotic prescribing

Information, consult tools, mental health and lifestyle tools
•

Main useful links: PHE referral form (for disease notification, Wells DVT score, IAPT
Sheet

End of Life template
•

Links to RESPECT form, EPaCCS referral (to share palliative information with OOH
teams) and Anticipatory Prescribing

Nottinghamshire APC – Area Prescribing Committee
The Nottinghamshire APC website includes four useful Nottinghamshire specific resources:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Antimicrobial guidelines
Nottinghamshire Joint Formulary
Shared care protocols
Clinical guidelines (mainly relating to management of conditions) – to be used
alongside F12 and GP TeamNet

Antimicrobial guidelines
Detailed information about managing infections of all types:

Nottinghamshire Joint Formulary
This website can also be accessed via a link on the Notts APC website:
- Formulary for use in primary AND secondary care in Nottinghamshire
- Includes a search box to determine the Traffic Light status of any drug

The ‘chapters’ section shows the full formulary for each clinical area/condition:
For example, this is the start of the list of skin condition formularies:

Shared Care Protocols
-

This includes all the locally approved shared care protocols
It also includes a summary of monitoring requirements for rheumatology shared care
medications.
There is an information leaflet for each shared care medication for each indication
(e.g. azathaprine for IBD) which gives detailed information on monitoring
requirements and actions to take if monitoring bloods are abnormal

Clinical guidelines
-

Guidelines mainly relating to management/medications – to be used alongside
F12/GP TeamNet guidance
One very useful local resource is the Palliative Care Pocketbook which is available
electronically as a link in this section.
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Mid-Notts
Practices in Mid Notts use a different set of pathways and guidelines however, there is often
some overlap with services available.
The Mid Notts Pathways website provides an A-Z guide of the pathways available as well as
clear advice of where to link and phone numbers for different services. This is neat single
point to access the information for a variety of clinical situations.

